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How to connect my bose soundbar to my samsung tv

Sometimes there are just too many remotes to keep track of. You can simplify things by using one remote to control your Samsung TV and soundbar. As long as your soundbar is connected to your TV with either an optical cable or HDMI via ARC, you can control the volume and mute the soundbar using your Samsung
TV's remote. Note: Your TV menu may differ depending on the model. Setting up your TV’s audio output will allow you to control the soundbar’s volume using your remote. Once the output is set up, you can then choose to connect either a digital optical cable or an HDMI cable to the soundbar. After you do that, you'll be
able to use one remote for both your TV and soundbar. Use the TV remote to navigate to Settings, select Sound, and then select Sound Output on your Samsung TV. Select your Samsung soundbar, and then select Close. Now you can use your TV remote to adjust volume and mute the soundbar. The soundbar should
also turn on and off with the TV. By default, Samsung TV remotes should be able to control Samsung soundbars. If it isn't working, be sure the soundbar is powered on, and then press and hold the WOOFER button up until "ON - TV REMOTE" appears on the display (about 5 seconds). Next, you'll need to choose
between connecting with an optical cable or an HDMI cable. Note: If your remote does not have the WOOFER button, check your user manual for how to turn on the TV Remote function. If you decided to use a digital optical cable, activate the Auto Power Link feature which will automatically turn the soundbar on or off
with your TV. Connect a digital optical cable from your soundbar's optical port to your TV's optical port. Make sure to remove the plastic protector caps before using the optical cable. Set the soundbar to D.IN mode by pressing Source on the remote or soundbar. Press and hold the left direction on the directional pad on
the remote to activate or deactivate Auto Power Link. The soundbar will turn on and off when the TV is turned on and off. Make sure you also set the audio output on the TV. Note: Auto Power Link only works with an optical connection and is turned on by default. If you decided to use an HDMI cable, activate the Anynet+
feature which automatically turns the soundbar on or off with your TV. Connect an HDMI cable from the HDMI OUT port on your soundbar to your TV's HDMI (ARC) port. Set the soundbar to D.IN mode by pressing Source on the remote or soundbar. After about 2 seconds, the source will automatically change to TV ARC.
The soundbar will turn on and off when the TV is turned on and off. Make sure you also set the audio output on the TV. If you are having trouble with your remote for your TV or your soundbar and neither seems to be responding, you can try these steps to try and get your remote working again. If the remote for your
Samsung soundbar gets lost and you need to replace it, you can get a new one at the Samsung parts website. Just enter the model of your soundbar to find the correct remote. Thank you for your feedback! © 2020 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. SAMSUNG is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
All other brands, products and services, and their respective trademarks, names and logos, are the property of their respective owners. The above content is provided for entertainment and information purposes only. Consult user manual for more complete information. All information included herein is subject to change
without notice. Samsung is not responsible for any direct or indirect damages, arising from or related to use or reliance of the content herein. televisions-home-theater|home-theater|sound-bars Previous Next Sort by votes I tried connecting my new Samsung UHDTV to my Bose system with a HDMI cable. There not
working together. Bose surround sound to the TV or the other way around. HELP PLEASE. The Bose system worked with my old TV. If both the Bose and the TV have ARC (audio return channel) then you have to connect the Bose to the HDMI input labeled ARC and turn that function on in the TV and maybe Bose. If
one or both doesn't have ARC then you will have connect as Alabalcho suggests. You might need an DAC to convert digital to analog audio if the Bose doesn't have digital input or a converter to go from optical to coax or vice versa if they both have digital but not the same kind. Most TVs do not output sound thru HDMI.
If your TV is just a monitor (that is, you feed it thru set-top box like Dish/DirectTV/etc), run the STB into Bose, and from there into TV If your user your TV with aerial - check to see whether you can get optical out from TV -> optical in to BOSE Last compromise - headphone out from TV -> AUX in to BOSE If both the Bose
and the TV have ARC (audio return channel) then you have to connect the Bose to the HDMI input labeled ARC and turn that function on in the TV and maybe Bose. If one or both doesn't have ARC then you will have connect as Alabalcho suggests. You might need an DAC to convert digital to analog audio if the Bose
doesn't have digital input or a converter to go from optical to coax or vice versa if they both have digital but not the same kind. You must log in or register to reply here. Question Samsung t400 sound bar hdmi connection Audio 0 Jan 7, 2021 Question Connecting bluetooth headphones to Samsung TV Audio 1 Jan 4,
2021 Question Connecting two separate sound bars to Samsung tv Audio 0 May 13, 2020 T Solved! How to connect my Samsung home theatre with Samsung TV Audio 6 Mar 31, 2020 T Question DAC converter doesn’t connect to tv (it does on ps3/ps4 though -help) Audio 1 Oct 16, 2019 T Question How do I connect
from rca to Samsung UE65KS8080? Audio 1 Sep 22, 2019 T Question Connecting a subwoofer to Samsung HW-MS660/650 Soundbar Audio 2 Sep 20, 2019 P Question Connecting headphones via wire to Samsung Smart Curved TV Audio 2 Sep 7, 2019 Question Connect external speakers to my Samsung TV Audio
0 Aug 4, 2019 A Question Bluetooth speaker connect to Samsung Soundbar Audio 4 Jul 5, 2019 J Question FD3800x connection to Samsung nu6100? Audio 4 Jun 28, 2019 J Question Help - Connecting Bose Lifestyle 28 (series 1) to Samsung Smart TV 65F9000 Audio 4 Jun 23, 2019 M How to connect samsung 6
series 55 to samsung sound bar Audio 1 Feb 3, 2019 J Solved! How to connect older Kenwood model 104 AR AM FM receiver to new Samsung 7 series UHD TV Audio 2 Jan 30, 2019 S LG TV connected to Samsung soundbar via bluetooth - can I use the TV remote to control volume? Audio 2 Jan 29, 2019 M Solved!
How can I connect a Marantz Home Cinema receiver with a Samsung Smart TV Audio 9 Jan 20, 2019 H Solved! I have an LG uj6050 and wish to connect to Samsung vl3. Is this possible without a WiFi transmitter? My particular TV doesn't Audio 2 Dec 27, 2018 S I have a older model Emerson VCR with just yellow and
white connection on my Samsung smart TV there is a picture but no sound Audio 7 Dec 26, 2018 J Solved! how do i connect my new 55" samsung uhd tv's audio - to my bose companion 5 speaker system? Audio 2 Dec 26, 2018 D Connecting Samsung sound bar to TCL TV Audio 3 Dec 23, 2018 Soundbars enrich your
auditory experience when enjoying entertainment on your TV. One of the ways that they can be connected, if necessary, is by Bluetooth. On some models, you can connect your soundbar to your TV using a feature called SoundConnect. If the model year of your soundbar and your TV don't match, then you may need to
mix and match the steps in this guide. Note: The TV SoundConnect (SoundShare) function is supported by some Samsung TVs released from 2015 and earlier. We recommend using a wired connection rather than using Bluetooth. For the best sound quality and performance, connect your soundbar with a Digital Audio
Out (Optical) or an HDMI (ARC) cable. HDMI is better if the only external device connected to your TV is your soundbar. Otherwise, Digital Audio Out is usually the better option, depending on your setup. However, if you prefer to connect using Bluetooth, please keep the following in mind: Lip-sync errors may occur. You
can only pair one Bluetooth TV to a soundbar at a time. The TV and Bluetooth device may disconnect, depending on the distance between them. You can't use Bluetooth devices and the Wi-Fi Speaker Surround Setup feature (also called Surround), or TV SoundConnect simultaneously. Electronic devices may cause
radio interference and other issues. Devices that generate electromagnetic waves must be kept away from the soundbar, such as microwaves, wireless LAN devices, medical equipment, etc. A Bluetooth device may hum or malfunction: When part of your body is in contact with the Bluetooth device or the TV. When there
are obstructions in between the TV and Bluetooth devices, such as a wall, corner, or office partitioning. The soundbar may not perform Bluetooth search or connection correctly under the following circumstances: If there is a strong electrical field around the soundbar. If several Bluetooth devices are simultaneously paired
with the soundbar. If the Bluetooth device is turned off or malfunctions. To pair a 2020 soundbar to a 2020 Samsung TV using Bluetooth: If you have the soundbar's remote handy, press the Bluetooth PAIR button on the remote control to enter the BT PAIRING mode. If you don't have the remote, press the Source button
on the top panel and then select BT. After a few seconds, the panel will display BT READY if there is no Bluetooth device already connected to the soundbar. When BT READY appears, press and hold the Source button for more than 5 seconds until BT PAIRING displays. Once BT PAIRING displays on the soundbar,
navigate to Home on your TV. Select Settings, and then select Sound. Select Sound Output, and then select Bluetooth Speaker List. Select your soundbar from the list. When the TV detects a nearby soundbar, the message Need Pairing or Paired will appear in the TV’s Bluetooth device list. To connect the TV to the
soundbar, select the message, and then establish a connection. When the TV is connected, [TV Name] → BT will appear on the soundbar’s front display. To pair a 2019 soundbar to a 2019 Samsung TV using Bluetooth: If you have the soundbar's remote handy, press the Bluetooth PAIR button on the remote control to
enter the BT PAIRING mode. If you don't have the remote, press the Source button on the top panel and then select BT. After a few seconds, the panel will display BT READY if there is no Bluetooth device already connected to the soundbar. When BT READY appears, press and hold the Source button for more than 5
seconds until BT PAIRING displays. Once BT PAIRING displays on the soundbar, navigate to Home on your TV. Select Settings, and then select Sound. Select Sound Output, and then select Bluetooth Speaker List. Select your soundbar from the list. When the TV detects a nearby soundbar, the message Need Pairing
or Paired will appear in the TV’s Bluetooth device list. To connect the TV to the soundbar, select the message, and then establish a connection. When the TV is connected, [TV Name] → BT will appear on the soundbar’s front display. To pair a 2018 soundbar to a 2018 Samsung TV using Bluetooth: If you have the
soundbar's remote handy, press the Bluetooth PAIR button on the remote control to enter the BT PAIRING mode. If you don't have the remote, press the Source button on the top panel and then select BT. After a few seconds, the panel will display BT READY if there is no Bluetooth device already connected to the
soundbar. When BT READY appears, press and hold the Source button for more than 5 seconds until BT PAIRING displays. Once BT PAIRING displays on the soundbar, navigate to. Home on your TV. Select Settings, and then select Sound. Select Sound Output, and then select Bluetooth Speaker List. Select your
soundbar from the list. When the TV detects a nearby soundbar, the message Need Pairing or Paired will appear in the TV’s Bluetooth device list. To connect the TV to the soundbar, select the message, and then establish a connection. When the TV is connected, [TV Name] → BT will appear on the soundbar’s front
display. To pair a 2017 soundbar to a 2017 Samsung TV using Bluetooth: Press the Source button on the right side panel or on the remote control, and then select BT. If the soundbar has not been connected via Bluetooth before, the display will change to BT PAIRING. If BT READY appears, press and hold the Source
button on the right side panel of the soundbar or on the remote control for more than 5 seconds to display BT PAIRING. On your TV, navigate to Home, select Settings, select Sound, select Sound Output, and then select Bluetooth Speaker List. Select your soundbar from the list. When the TV detects a nearby soundbar,
the message Need Pairing or Paired will appear in the TV’s Bluetooth device list. To connect the TV to the soundbar, select the message, and then establish a connection. When the TV is connected, [TV Name] → BT will appear on the soundbar’s front display. To pair a 2016 soundbar to a 2016 Samsung TV using
Bluetooth: Press the Source button on the right side panel or on the remote control, and then select BT. Either BT READY or BT PAIRING will display. On your TV, navigate to Home, select Settings, select Sound, select Expert Settings, select Wireless Speaker Manager, and then select Bluetooth Audio Devices. Select
your soundbar from the list. When the TV is connected, [TV Name] → BT appears on the soundbar's front display. To pair a 2015 soundbar to a 2015 Samsung TV using SoundConnect: Turn on the TV and soundbar, open the menu of the TV, navigate to Speaker Settings on the Sound tab, and set the Add New Device
menu to On. Press the Source button on the soundbar's top panel or the SOURCE button on the remote control to select the TV mode. On the TV, a message asking whether to enable the TV SoundConnect function appears. Select using the TV's remote control to finish connecting the TV and soundbar. To pair a
2014 soundbar to a 2014 Samsung TV using SoundConnect: Turn on the TV and soundbar, open the menu of the TV, navigate to Speaker Settings on the Sound tab, and set the Add New Device menu to On. Press the Source button on the soundbar's top panel or the SOURCE button on the remote control to select the
TV mode. On the TV, a message asking whether to enable the TV SoundConnect function appears. Select using the TV's remote control to finish connecting the TV and soundbar. Thank you for your feedback! © 2020 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. SAMSUNG is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co.,
Ltd. All other brands, products and services, and their respective trademarks, names and logos, are the property of their respective owners. The above content is provided for entertainment and information purposes only. Consult user manual for more complete information. All information included herein is subject to
change without notice. Samsung is not responsible for any direct or indirect damages, arising from or related to use or reliance of the content herein.
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